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case study  |  trade show

shining a light on a  
successful trade launch
To introduce a popular Hungarian brand of automotive lights and gain a foothold in the 
U.S. and Canada, Tungsram reached out to akhia communications for strategic guidance. 
The assignment? Position Tungsram as a trusted leader in the automotive lighting space 
by focusing on product quality, warranty backing and innovation. 

As part of our efforts to engage the media, distributors and end-users all in one place, 
akhia recommended culminating the brand’s efforts at the 2019 AAPEX trade show in  
Las Vegas with the theme “New Day. New Light.”

what drove our success?

on-brand booth design
Our visual communications team 
designed the structure/layout 
of the booth to tell a complete 
story while enabling attendees 
freedom to explore.

media relations mastery
The grand finale of akhia’s 
partnership with Tungsram was 
a robust media relations plan 
deployed at the 2019 AAPEX 
show—and after.

content expertise
Our content team quickly drafted 
new content to address three North 
American audiences: OEM, heavy 
duty and aftermarket. 
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tracking our results
240.8k101.9k media impressions, 

including:
digital impressions, 
including:

115k in Motor Age

86.8k in Aftermarket News

39k in Aftermarket Intel

47.2k newsletter
7.5k e-blast
47.2k banner ad

automotive.tungsram.com

Innovation is our heritage
EST. 1896

NIGHTHAWK™

Headlights that provide 
more light when you need it most.
Whether it’s a long straightaway or a route full of twists 
and turns, drivers want to see more of the road. Tungsram 
NIGHTHAWK™ make it easier to see what’s ahead and what’s 
coming around the bend. 

Greater
visibilityBright* Brighter Brightest

* Compared to a Tungsram standard halogen headlamp bulb. 
Specifi c light levels vary by bulb type and headlamp assembly.
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